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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of interbank investment and changes in monetary 
policy on financing behavior of Islamic banks in Malaysia. The change occurring in bank specifications 
and changes in monetary policy will lead financial authorities generally, banking management specifi-
cally, to make modifications on financing. In order to achieve the objective, this study employs a panel 
data estimation of 17 Malaysian banks for the period of 1994-2014. Findings revealed that the pattern 
and behavior of Islamic banking in offering financing is influenced by the investment in interbank in-
vestment and also by the factors such as level of past financing, the exposure to risk, size and structure 
of the capitalization level. While for monetary policy factor, financing behavior of Islamic banking is 
influenced by Malaysian government securities (MGS). Next to the economic environment, the study 
showed no significant relationship to the behavior of the Malaysian Islamic banking financing.

INTRODUCTION

Interbank markets proved to play a crucial role in propagating the distress during the recent financial 
crisis. Unsecured financing determines clear links between creditors and debtors, stating explicitly the 
risk relation (Leur, 2016). If a debtor defaults, the lender’s risk materializes and she has to bear the 
losses. Since the beginning of the financial crisis, the interbank market has been carefully scrutinized 
by commentators and policy-makers. It is also considered as crucial stress indicators during financial 
crises: they reveal not only banks’ concerns regarding to the risk of financing of their counterparts, 
but also regarding their own liquidity needs. Accordingly, the impact of the monetary-policy measures 
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followed by Malaysia Islamic banks, the need to look long term effect involving financing capability. 
Disentangling financing and liquidity effects has essential policy implications. On the one hand, if a 
rise in spreads reflects poor liquidity, policy measures should aim at improving funding facilities. On 
the other hand financing concerns should be addressed by enhancing debtors’ solvency (Buigut, 2010). 
This question has been of utmost importance in this industry over the last few years, where most of the 
interbank operations conducted by Central Bank of Malaysia were designed to reduce interbank market 
stress. This article seeks to examine the involvement of Malaysia Islamic banks in Islamic inter‐bank 
money market (IIMM) investment within a financing framework in dual banking system in Malaysia. 
This paper also focuses on effects bank specifications, changes in monetary policy and economic envi-
ronment on financing behaviour of Malaysia Islamic banks.

The article is divided into five parts. The second section describes background and performance of 
financing activities in Islamic banks in Malaysia. The third section, examines some previous researches 
and articles related with this topic. In fourth section, model and data specification adopted used in this 
article. The fifth section is the finding of the research. Section five and six look at the future research 
direction and conclusion.

BACKGROUND

Since Islamic banking was established in Malaysia in 1983, financing growth rate showed an encourag-
ing performance. However, that performance was not consistent over the operation period of 27 years. 
Since there are circumstances where it is affected in economy situation. The evidence is in 1987 and 
1998 when the global economy was suffering from the recession. At that time Islamic banking financing 
decreased from 18.36 percent to 2.68 percent. However, this situation improved and the amount of Islamic 
financing continued to rise for the next year since the world economy got in good condition and stable.

Table 1 shows the use of the Malaysia Islamic banking funds in aggregate in the form of several types 
of financing. In reference to the table, the Islamic banking financing flows are broken down into some 
type of overdraft financing: term financing, bill financing, trust receipts, revolving credit in foreign cur-
rencies, and the rest is represented by other available financing. During the five years of 2006 to 2010, 
the direction of financing flow of Malaysia Islamic banking increased around 11 to 25 percent each year 
with the latest financing in December 2010 making RM162,412.6 million. The majority of the total 
financing is contributed by the term financing type that covered financing such as leasing, financing 
by block, syndicate, factoring, private financing, home financing and others. Meanwhile the least type 
of financing demand by the client is the trustworthy receipt1 which only represents around 0.4 per cent 
from the total financing every year (Mahmood, 1997).

It should be noted, though Islamic banking offers the client interest-free financing, but the reality is 
the Islamic banking is still facing various form of risk s especially credit risk which involves the capa-
bility of the bank to offer more financing. When this situation occurs, the bank will strive to reduce the 
financing volume in the future where this will directly lead to the fall in bank’s profit. Apart from credit 
risk, the other example of risk that could not be taken lightly is the interest risk rate which involves the 
existence of substitution effect where client switches to conventional bank financing due to the decrease 
in interest rate. This causes the financing cost in conventional bank to be much lower compared to fi-
nancing cost of Islamic banking (Kader R. A., 2009).
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